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All these applications are for Microsoft Excel

A complete menu driven reporting system
Mud-draulics Plus.
Multiple units US API/Metric.

DrillPro

Nozzle Selection. System Pressure Loss. Swab Surge Pressures Drill String. Surge and Maximum
Casing Running Speed Available Drill Collar Weight in straight and deviated holes. Side Tracking
around a fish. Directional drilling and charting Well Control, kill sheet, Kill mud and kill graph.
Capacities, Displacements. Annular Velocities. Flow characteristics (Turbulent-Laminar) Critical
flow rates. Diamond Bits. Bit Record Database Calculates for up to 3 Mud pumps 12 jets for PDC
bits. Results for Casing or Casing & liners. Hydraulics report, Morning Report Printout Land and
Offshore format Printout kill graph. Maximum Allowable Casing Speed For US API/Metric/Canadian
Units User can decide on multiple input output units Cementing, plug backs, single and two stage
cementing, DV stage collar placement. Multiple drill string sections 3 DP, 3 HWDP, 3 DC's
A complete menu driven reporting program with back ground databases for bit records, mud
reports, daily consumables database and costs













Input the hole geometry, pipe data, mud
data
Mouse click for your results!
Auto selected results Cased Hole or Liner
Installed.
Mud Data (Power Law Model).
Swab Surge Pressures.
Nozzle Selection
Available Drill Collar Weight.
Side Tracking.
Kill Sheet.
Kill Graph
Hydraulics for Diamond Bits.
Use up to 3 Mud Pumps



New Input up to 12 Bit Jets for PDC bits
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Trip tank monitor compatible API or Metric units
Annular Velocities.
Flow characteristics (Turbulent-Laminar)
Critical flow rates.
Diamond Bits.
Calculates for up to 3 Mud pumps
12 jets for PDC bits.
Results for Casing or Casing & liners.
Printout for morning report
Printout for kill graph.

Inputs can be made in a multiple of units US API
METRIC or CANADIAN units
This is a completely new program with lots of added
functions
Full casing tally giving auto selected ID and Drift t
sizes. See next page for details.
Fully compatible with API and METRIC/Canadian
units
Reverse Tally
Auto fill Displacement
Auto fill Capacity
Total hook load
Buoyed weight
Auto fill casing grade
Auto fill casing weight
Heavy pill / Slug pipe calculations for dry pipe
Stand pipe pressure changes due to pump strokes or
mud weight changes

There is a pump output calculator
incorporated in DrillPro v3.0 a button
flips it between Triplex and Duplex pumps

The tables
allow the following
Stroke Length 1" - 20"
Liner ID 1" - 8"
%efficiency 1% - 100%
and enter any SPM from 1 to 500
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The program allows the input of any type of
oilfield units. You use the drop down combo
boxes to select the units you want to use.
The program can be used with standard US API
Units, Metric SI units or Canadian Units
Once you have completed the main input
nothing much changes except the depth, mud
parameters and pump output. So getting results
for any output is very fast.
You can also have different input and output
units.
For example if your Drillers are used to using API
units and the operator wants hydraulics results
in Metric units. No Problem just select the units
you require in the results sheet and hit the
printout button
The hydraulics results sheet shows the results
with a cased hole or with a liner installed. By
using the drop down combo boxes you can select
any type of units for your results printout
Mud results generated are based on the Power
Law Model and give you the following data;
Delta Shear Rate
300 rpm VG meter Reading
600 rpm VG meter Reading
n medium
k medium
Delta Shear Stress
n low
k low
Z value
Flow type, laminar or turbulent
Critical Annular Velocities
The program also includes the standard
Drillingsoftware Casing Tally.
The Tally allows up to 4 different casing sizes
for tapered casing strings and a combination of
weights & grades.
You can use a multiple weight grade single
string or up to 4 different combinations.
The ID's and Drift Sizes are auto filled in for you.
Also pipe left out or damaged is marked up as
"out".
A more detailed casing tally is also available
which covers full and floated pipe displacements
and capacities. As in this version you can use the
drop down selector to select API or Metric units.
It also comes with the reverse tally function
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Pressure changes at the standpipe either due to
pump rate changes or mud parameter changes
can be calculated very quickly.
The program also includes dry pipe volumes and
dry pipe length for pipe slugs.
Multiple combinations of units can be selected.
Bbls. Liter's, M³, Feet, Meters, and psi. atm,
Mpa, Kpa, ppg, s.g., Kg/M³ etc

Available drill collar weight for both straight and
deviated holes is shown here. all you need to do
is enter the safety factor and the results are
shown as
ppf, Kg/Mtr, lbs., 1000lbs, Kg, Knewton, tone,
daN depending on what units you want to use

Pump off force for diamond bits
Selections for Radial or Feeder Collector face
designs. Pressure drop across the bit and pump
off force are calculated from the input data all
this needs is the bit size and Total Flow Area

Nozzle selection for up to 12 nozzles
Input/output in psi, atm, Mpa, Kpa, in², mm²
Requires 2 inputs.
Required pressure loss at bit and maximum
pump pressure.
Just enter your required Pressure Loss at bit and
the program gives you the nozzle size to use
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This section is not a full-blown directional
program but a handy tool to find out where you
are when side tracking a fish.
Which gives you the distance from fish, MTD and
TVD.

We have added direction drilling to this new
program
The Directional Drilling section includes a chart
viewer for easy to read visual reference
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The program includes a trip tank monitor
As in the other sheets you can use multiple input
output in Bbls Liter's, M³ Feet.
The results give you the displacements for 1
stand, 5 stands, 10 stands plus the pump strokes
to fill the displacement volume. There are only
3 inputs necessary.
The only input needed is H - W - L of your trip
tank
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Swab Surge for drill string movement.
This needs the Length and velocity of one stand
to give you equivalent mud weight results for
POH or RIH in ppg, s.g. Kg/M³
Click the button to select the swab surge and
maximum allowable casing speed.
.

The program includes a cementing program
covering Balanced plugs. Squeeze plugs. 1 stage
cementing, 2 stage cementing, plus a complete
comprehensive printable cementing report

Two stage and single stage cementing

Most reports can be printed, exported to a rig
file or emailed to the head office
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Allowable maximum casing speed
Avoid breaking down the formation when
running casing.
Once again the program gives you the option of
multiple input output units and advises the Vp
Max. The maximum velocity you can run the
casing in the hole based on the last casing shoe
leak off or frac MW at shoe and the present mud
parameters.
Outputs can be in ft/min, Mtrs/min and seconds
or minutes per casing joint
The kill sheet is the easiest to use it only needs
the slow circulation rate, shut in Csg and DP
pressures along with Pit Gain and the results are
given on the left. You can select up to 3 mud
pumps.
Surface to bit - bit to surface strokes are
immediately shown.
You probably won't find a faster program than
this, it will probably take you longer to start the
program than get the results

Kill Mud Calculations
Are almost instantaneous since all you need to
do is enter your Mud Pit Volume
Reference is given to hole volume, total
circulating volume, number of sacks needed to
raise kill weight, in either only the pit volume or
for the total mud system, pit volume increase is
also calculated and shown.
All this on only ONE input
The kill graph is generated automatically and
printable
ICP and FCP pressures and strokes are all readily
viewable and you can be printed it out.
The results are based on the kill pump you
selected.
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Surface Equipment Pressure Loss
Just in case you need a reference this is also a
multiple output result sheet in psi, atm, Mpa,
Kpa etc.

Surface pressure loss table.

Example of hydraulics results printout
Simple to use and all the daily results you need
in multiple input / output units.
If you select Metric or Canadian units then this
will show in the hydraulics results sheet printout

Drill Pro is a complete menu driven drilling
package which covers just about everything a
company man would need on a daily basis
This new version includes a casing tally with
reverse tally option.
Well control, Side tracking, Stand Pipe pressure
changes due to mud weight or pump stroke
changes, pipe slug calculations for dry pipe, trip
tank monitor and more like background
databases for bit records, mud usage and costs
etc
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WORKOVER OFFICE PROFESSIONAL EDITION

A complete library of OVER 1000 Workover and
completion graphics for your final well
schematic

The main menu is your navigation point to all
sections of the program
Volumetric and circulation rates, bottoms up,
depths EOT to Perforations, tie backs, liners,
Scab Liners, GLM spacing, Cement plugs, Packer
calculations, est. BHT, Flow rates
Well bore schematics, Xtree schematic,
extended library of Completion Tools, Coiled
Tubing, Packers, Fishing and Drilling tools

Latest version includes hi-resolution graphics for
Vertical Wells, Horizontal completions and Rod
Pump Completions
NOW WITH OVER 1000 HI-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

17 of the most common completions. Volumetric
and circulation rates, bottoms up, depths EOT to
Perforations, tie backs, liners, GLM spacing,
Cement plugs
Once you have completed the input simply click
on the "Update Final Well Sketch" then you can
build your well bore schematic
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Tie Back to surface and partial tie backs are
covered. Once you have completed the input
simply click on the "Update Final Well Sketch"
then you can build your well bore schematic

Volumetric and circulation rates, bottoms up,
depths EOT to Perforations are available for all
the most common well completions
We can customize the program to fit your needs
This shows the liner completion sheet

There is always a discrepancy between the
calculated amount of cement that should have
been pumped and the actual amount that was
pumped.
This worksheet will give you the 2 differing
results for both heights of the plug and calculate
the final height with the pipe out.
The next image shows you the difference in
height with the pipe out
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The Xtree schematic is produced from a library
of over 45 valves, crosses, elbows, ring gaskets,
flanges, braden heads etc.
Just by clicking the selector button below the
components in the xtree library will drop the
item on your final xtree and completion
schematic

The final well report header is updated from
well volumetric and depth sheets the rest can
then be filled in as you build your final report.
All the completion tools and equipment are
selected from the various libraries of 525
components. All with a simple button click, this
drops the item in the final well report sheet
where you can re-size and drag the completion
tool into place in your well sketch.
The sheet is unprotected so that you can
develop your own format.
Once completed you export the schematic and
completion data to your well files

All the completion tools and equipment are
selected from the various 16 libraries of 525
components. All with a simple button click, this
drops the item in the final well report sheet
where you can re-size and drag the completion
tool into place in your well sketch
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Tool library examples
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Once you are given the required GLM depths all
you need to do is enter the length of each
mandrel and the required setting depth.
The program works out which joints to run the
mandrels on. If you run a packer on bottom plus
tail pipe, this is indicated along with the joints
to lay down
You have 2 options either workout which joints
to run the mandrels on for the tubing tally as
pulled out of the well or, for a new string of
tubing picked up off the pipe racks

Packer Calculations
Once you input the basic data entering either
Tension or Compression type of packer click the
flow type button
The program calculates all the applied forces
and pressures on both Upstrain (Tension) and Set
down (Compression) packers

After entering the type of flow, whether
No Flow, Tbg filled with water, tbg filled with
mud, Gas flow, Oil flow, Salt water etc
The program calculates all the applied forces
and pressures on both Up Strain (Tension) and
Set down (Compression) packers
Warnings will show up automatically if the
opposing forces will unset the packer and advise
the amount of set down or tension you need to
apply

The result sheet shows all the forces against the
packer.
Warnings also show up if the maximum
allowable differential across the packer is
exceeded.
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In the case of swabbing with a tension packer in
the hole the program will calculate the
maximum allowable fluid removal before the
annulus HSP will unset the packer.

The program includes a field production flow
rate calculator; this will give you the initial
estimated flow when you first bring the well in.
With the minimum amount of input the program
gives you the flow rates for gas mmcfd, oil flow
rate bopd and the GOR.
Lets face it when your swabbing or testing that's
the first thing everyone wants to know, "What's
it Producing"

There is also a tubing movement calculator,
which will give you all the reference to Force,
Length, Ballooning and buckling.
Also the elongation of the string while running in
a high temperature well. There is also an est.
BHT chart included which can be viewed which a
button click

There is no limit to what you can do with these
final well reports
There is no limit to the complexity of your final
well report - it's up to you and your mouse.
If you need more completion tools than the ones
found in the extensive libraries we can arrange
to draw them for you
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Casing Tally
Once you have entered your casing tally all you need to do is input the depth you require for up to 5
different DV collars and the program will give you the joint numbers to install your Stage Collars.
The program also prints out the volumes required to bump each plug. (Top and bottom plugs, DV
opening and closing plugs for each DV collar)
The program automatically marks ("out") any
joints that you remove as damaged or left out
joints. You can select up to 4 different
joint/size/weight combinations or casing for a
tapered string. As you fill in the casing lengths
the displacement and accumulative
displacement along with capacity and
accumulative capacity is auto filled in. Hook
load and buoyed weight are also totaled at the
same time along with number of joints and
running total
You have to input a casing tally some where!
You simply input it into the program along with
all the cementing equipment and the depths you
want to run your DV Collars
1. DV Collar#1,
2. DV Collar#2,
3. DV Collar#3,
4. DV Collar#4,
5. DV Collar#5
6. Float Collar and Shoe
7. Shoe joint/s
And let the program figure out which joint
number to install up to 5 different DV Collars
to obtain the required depth.
The program numbers the joints as you
make input along with the displacement
and capacity of each joint.
Printout the tally and a graphic
of all the cementing equipment depths along
with the displacements to bump each plug.
As in the case of all these programs you will
find everything laid out in an easy to use design.
Each button on the main menu will take
you to the right worksheet
for the minimum amount of input.
You'll also find a help button on each
worksheet to lead you through
the process of. inputting data
Worksheets have help buttons which are context
sensitive
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The latest version includes the function to allow you to swap joint numbers around in the tally for
spacing out purposes

The program also calculates the joint numbers to
insert centralizers on for depth requirements
when installing centralizers. Comments and
descriptions can be added along with the option
to print out the report
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WELL CONTROL
Well control comes in 2 different versions Dual
system US API Metric and Canadian units and
also in the standard US API units

In the main input sheet you can select a
multitude of different units, for example
millimeters, inches, Kg/m, Lbs/ft, Meter's, Feet,
Psi,atm,Mpa,Kpa M³,Cu/ft, US Gallons, Liters
etc.
After entering the basic data you can branch off
to complete your leak off test, or check the
results of a pipe slug, dry pipe and height etc
Select whether your calculations are based for
land or offshore and get information of pore
pressures

Entering the volume pumped and the pressure
gained generates the leak off chart.
You are also reminded which units you have
selected

This shows the same thing but in the standard
US API version
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All you need to do is update your TVD & Pit Gain
and you will have a constant reference to the
Max Height of any kick plus the type of influx
with warnings on whether the Height of the kick
is above the BHA or above the Csg Shoe
MAASP and all the relevant information is at
hand including the Kick Tolerance

Here you have the same but in the standard
version using US API Units

The Kick Tolerance sheet shows you the amount
of fluid influx or height of influx. Warnings show
up as to where in the hole the influx top is and
it's position relative to the top of the BHA and
the Csg Shoe

This is the example with the standard version
The Kick Tolerance sheet shows you the amount
of fluid influx or height of influx. Warnings show
up as to where in the hole the influx top is and
it's position relative to the top of the BHA and
the Csg Shoe.
The reason for the negative figures is because a
salt water kick was used in the sample demo
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The program comes complete with a trip tank
monitor. This gives you a multiple displacement
volume output in M³, fluid displacement in cm
or displacements for 1, 5 and 10 stands. For up
to 2 different mud pumps.
In all cases in the Dual unit's version you could
select to have the output results in Bbls, feet
and inches. Or any combination, etc.

You have the results of stand pipe pressure
changes with a simple button click
Whether it is due to mud weight change or
change in SPM.
The well control program for Excel comes in 2
versions. One as a dual unit version using US
API/Metric/Canadian units and the smaller
version using singular US API units.
The image on the right shows the dual unit
version at the top and the API units version
below

Extra information is available covering expected
normal pore pressures around the globe.
You can select the Pore pressure to use in this
input table and click the OK button to update all
the calculations. This will drop the selected
pore pressure into the main input sheet.

By using the drop down combo boxes you can
get all the information on hole geometry and
volumes in feet, meter's, Bbls, M³, Psi. Kpa,
Kpa/Mtr or psi/foot etc
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Metric version
Reference to the normal fracture gradient is
done here in this visual aid
This will show you the difference between land
and offshore.
The actual fracture pressure used in the
program comes from the results of the leak off
test at the last csg shoe

Standard verson

All the kick control methods are covered.
Drillers, wait and weight, stripping in,
concurrent method and volumetric method
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All the kick control methods are covered.
Drillers, wait and weight, stripping in,
concurrent method and volumetric method

This image shows the dual version worksheet for
using the volumetric well control method

As with all the programs there is context
sensitive help on each worksheet to guide the
end user through the various aspects of the
programs and their usage
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Submersible pump completions

The Submersible Pump program will save all your completion data to your well file. Once the
Workover is completed, the field supervisor or Workover co-ordinator can simply update the new well
data ready for filing.
The program includes the completion well sketch, which can be printed emailed or faxed. The
program was developed with the Workover co-ordinator in mind to apply an easy to use well data
updating system. The program is ideally useful to the field supervisor to keep track of tubing tally
pipe capacities and displacements along with all the depths of the previous well completion
equipment
As with all the programs in the series the main
menu will help you navigate around the features
of the program.
The program is one of the easiest to use for both
the men in the field and Workover Office
coordinator keeping track of well files.
Once the basic well data header is updated it is
a simple process to update the pump data then
complete the final well report and schematic
using hi-resolution graphics for visual impact
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This shows the general well data. The
completion date and string weight is
automatically updated from within the pump
data sheet. The pump data is entered in the
next sheet

In the pump data sheet the KB landed depths
are calculated from the tubing tally which also
forms part of the program.
Once you have completed the input, all you
need to do is to click the Up Date Well Sketch
button and use the hi-resolution graphics library
to build your final well report

Final completion schematic is updated
automatically from the previous well data and
pump data sheet so there is minimal input
needed to produce the final well schematic.
Selecting the graphics in the Submersible Pump
Library does this, it just needs a button click to
select and drop the graphic into your report.
You can then complete the report with the
completion equipment details, if needed there
is ample room at the bottom of the report for
additional details.
This report format is not protected so you can
re-design it to suit the general lay out of your
own format.
All the data in the yellow cells are updated from
the previous inputs
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All you need to do then is re-size the image and drag the completion component into place on your
report
You can use multiple copies of all the graphics.
For example to build several casing strings or use several seating nipples etc
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MULTI PURPOSE TUBING TALLY

The tubing Tally program is included in the
Workover Office Standard and Professional
versions
And also available as a stand alone program
From the main menu you can navigate around
the program

Start by selecting the Tbg Size, ID, Ppf,
Connection, and Grade the drift size is auto
filled in for you from the database
You have the option of including the KB
correction for accurate packer placement and
leak isolation.
As you enter the lengths the data in the yellow
column is auto filled in along with the BHA
depths

The reverse tally function is generated as you
enter the joint lengths
The data in the yellow column is auto filled in
along with the added BHA and corrected KB
depth
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Standard Oilfield Tally Sheets are auto filled in
as you enter the joint lengths.
The file can be printed or exported to your well
file for future reference

You'll find context help files on each sheet so
there are no need to search for a help item.
But it is doubtful if you would ever need to refer
to help because the program is so easy and
efficient to use
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HORIZONTAL COMPLETIONS
This program is the latest in our series of final well reports. All you need to do is to identify your
general well sketch. Then click on the button below the graphic this will take you to the input sheet
where you can get instant output of all the volumetric data, plus bottoms up, pump output, BPM,
fluid displacements for tubing and EOT to top perforations plus EOT to bottom perforations. No more
excuses for over displacing fluids.

17 of the most common well completions at your
fingertips plus the best visually impact
horizontal final well report.
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You can also have custom designed final
completion tools and equipment developed for
your personal use. All you need to do is contact
us

Complete set of horizontal completion tools laid
out in a tool library. Click to drop the tool in
your report

To select a component all you need to do is click
the selector button below the graph.

The program works out all the volumetric calculations in your well bore including pump circulation
rates and bottoms up time





















EOT above perforations one string of production casing
EOT below perforations one string of production casing
Packer installed EOT above perforations one string of production casing
Packer installed EOT below perforations one string of production casing
Packer above TOL EOT above perforations two strings of casing
Packer above TOL EOT below perforations two strings of casing
Packer below TOL EOT above perforations two strings of casing
Packer below TOL EOT below perforations two strings of casing
EOT below scab liner EOT above perforations three casing diameters
EOT inside scab liner three casing diameters
EOT below scab liner and below perforations three casing diameters
EOT above top of scab liner three casing diameters
Packer above scab liner EOT below perforations
Packer above scab liner EOT above perforations but below scab liner shoe
Packer above scab liner EOT inside scab liner
Packer below scab liner top EOT below perforations
Packer below scab liner top EOT above perforations
For cement squeezes and plug backs
Pipe in Cement column (pipe in)
Pipe out of Cement column (pipe out)
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TUBING MOVEMENT CALCULATIONS
The tubing movement calculation program is now included in Workover Office- Professional and
Workover Office standard version, but you can still purchased this as a stand alone program
Tubing movement gives you all the factors
related to Force, Ballooning, and Piston effect.
Pressure,

Also tubing elongation when running in high
temperature wells. So you can avoid aborting a
job half way through on a high temp well due to
tubing expansion and not enough chicksans

A BHT temperature gradient graph is generated
and Estimated Production Rate calculates flow
rates through chokes from 1/8" to 2" this gives
BOPD MMCFGPD GOR etc. This program is also
included in the Workover-Office-Standard
edition and the Workover-Office-Pro edition
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PACKER CALCULATIONS
The Packer Calculation program will help you avoid having a packer unset during testing or squeezing
operations.
The program also includes tubing movement calculations and a field estimate production rate
calculator along with BHT chart

From the main menu you can navigate around
the program and find context sensitive help in
each section of the program

This is the main input data, most of the data
will stay the same other than selecting whether
you are using a compression packer or a tension
packer

Since the forces are related to several differing
factors you start out by selecting the type of
flow, whether there is no flow, mud/brine in
the tubing, gas or oil flow. Then select the type
of packer up strain (tension) or set down
(compression)
This data is used in the forces applied to a
packer calculations
This program is included in the Workover Office
Standard and Professional versions
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Once you have selected the type of flow and the
packer in use, you add the rest of the hole and
annulus data. Setting force, annular fluid,
whether there is pressure applied to the annulus
etc.
The results are displayed showing all the forces
applied to the Packer and also pop up visual
warnings if any opposing force will unset the
packer. Plus the pull or set down force needed
to over come the unsetting forces

Since excessive force below a tension packer
will cause it to unset, or if the annulus pressure
is greater than the up strain force these
warnings will show up in the results sheet
An up strain packer will also unset if more than
the maximum allowable fluid removal is
exceeded so you have the maximum calculated
fluid removal worked out for you if you are
swabbing on a low pressure well.
With a few minimum inputs, choke size, tbg
pressure, sg of gas and upstream temperature
you have a quick and easy to use production
rate calculator.
Although this is not as accurate as a full blown
test separator it's a lot faster then waiting for
the testers to tell you what the well is
producing.
Since that's the first thing everyone wants to
know with this handy tool you'll be way ahead of
the rest

All the tubing movement calculations are
included in the program. Including the
elongation of a tubing string when running in a
hot well.
This will help you avoid having to abort an acid
job or squeeze job half way through because the
string has expanded more than the available
length of chicksans.
The Tubing Movement program is available as a
separate program

From the data entered in the tubing movement
sheet an estimated BHT chart is generated for
your reference.
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This program will help to avoid a lot of the
problems and expenses caused by packers
unsetting at the wrong time.
Either in the middle of an expensive frac or
acid squeeze job or on an initial production test
when you are bringing in a new well.
If you have never had a packer unset on you it's
either because you have not been around long
enough or your just one of those plain old lucky
types..
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GASLIFT MANDREL SPACING
The Gas Lift Spacing program will save you a lot of time in working out which joints to install the gas
lift mandrels














Works out which joints to run gas lift
mandrels on
Auto fill joints left out. Joints left
out show as zero on a reverse tally
sheet
Auto fill displacements
Auto fill hook load in air and buoyed
weight
Auto fill drift sizes
Allows you to select all the common
pipe connections, weights, sizes and
grades
Gives you a reverse tally function
Allows you to include a KB
correction
Auto calculate KB corrected depths
Auto fill in standard oilfield tally
sheets (you will no longer need to
stock those yellow copies)
Allows you to printout the standard
tally sheets with a simple keyboard
click.
Handles tubing sizes from 2.375" to
4.5"
With the standard Drillingsoftware tubing tally
you have all the extra functions where you can
use the tally for general Workover strings with
BHA and KB correction.
Joints left out are marked as being out
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Complete with a reverse tally function

All you need to do is enter the required depths
of the gas lift mandrels and the lengths of the
mandrels
You have 2 different options to choose. Either
space out from the tubing stood back in the
derrick or space out from a new string of tubing
picked up from the pipe racks.
The program allows for spacing up to 10 gas lift
mandrels if you need more??
The Workover Office Professional program
allows up to 20 gas lift mandrels
The program auto fills in standard oilfield tally
sheets as you enter the joints in the tally sheet
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TON MILES CALCULATOR

There are two versions of ton Miles Calculator
API and Metric both now include a Drilling Line
Cut Off Practice.
The new version of the Ton Miles Calculator
now includes calculated ton miles for horizontal
wells
From the main menu you can navigate around
the program, you can also contact us on line or
check for the latest upgrade
The latest version of Ton Miles Calculator
covers
Input
Feet or Metres
Ppf or Kg/m
Lbs or 1000lbs, Kg,Knewtons,Tonne,daN
Ppg,s.g. Kg/M³
Output in;
Ton Miles
Ton Kilometers
daN Kilometers

The input consists of 5
sections, the first is the main input data.
The second is for constant weight data for
example Traveling Blocks, Swivel, Top Drive etc.
The third section is for adding in a new TD
either Drilled or Cored
The forth section is for calculating Ton Miles for
running casing,
And the bottom section for Horizontal Well Ton
Miles and or Horizontal drilled sections
Over pull is calculated in when pulling out of the
horizontal section.
Once you have completed the main input data
click on the "Results" button, to update the
running Ton Miles Report, you can also launch
from here to other parts of the program
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On-line help is a button click away and will
guide you through the program features

First select the type of Ton-Mile results by using
the buttons in the left-hand column. This will
add the selection to the report data at the
bottom.
Next select the actual Ton-Mile result you
require, Calculated, 10%, 15% or 20% safety
factor. The old plastic slide rules usually give a
figure between 10 and 15%.
Depending on your drilling conditions and
monitoring your line you could make a huge
saving in drilling line.
The horizontal results will vary considerably
depending on the amount of drag encountered
The latest version has a Drilling line cut off
practice included For New Rigs and Rigs with no
previous cut off record.
To complete the report data use the "Comment"
button to add "Slip", "Slip and Cut" and New
spool comments to the report, the spinner
button will allow you to include the amount of
drilling line cut off, this is used later in Drilling
line cost per Ton Mile analysis. When you have
completed the entries click on the "Add to
Report" button to update the running Ton Mile
Report

This is an example of the Ton-Mile running report which is updated when you click the "Add to
Report" button. The report will store 2000 drilling days.
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CASING DESIGN

The Casing Design program is an efficient and
easy to use program that will allow up to 4
different weight/grade/sizes of casing for
tapered strings
Once you have input the casing data, view the
safety design visuals and print your design
report

The program allows up to 4 different
weight/grade or sizes of casing
100% of the design features are visually
available as you design your casing string
The program will calculate mud evacuation from
100% to 0%

The design safety factors and parameters are all
selected from the main input sheet.
You have all these multiple options to use when
building your design.
What ever you select will be calculated into the
final results
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After scrolling through all the visuals to ensure
your design fits the required safety factors you
can print out the complete report
The program covers onshore, offshore drilling
condition and producing condition
You can opt to design the casing string with 1 or
4 different weight sizes and grades of casing.
For offshore design you have the visual showing
the departure from RTKB to TD and the plan
view, also the estimated BHT at each casing
section.
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ELECTRONIC FLANGE SLIDE RULE
The Electronic Flange Slide Rule replaces the old
Cameron cardboard slide rule affair. Now with a
simple button click you have more than double
the information on Flanges, Spools, Hubs and
Ring Gaskets

Find out which ring gasket fits, which spool,
which clamp fits which hub what ring gasket
goes with what hub. The program gives you both
API and METRIC sizes. All the flange and drilling
spool sizes from 30” to 1 13/16”
All with a simple button click
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BHA DESIGN
This covers not only a printable graphic design output but also the following BHA properties;
 A graphics library full of Drill String tools and equipment
 Printout of your BHA design
 Wall Force in Dog Legs
 Wall Force in Inclined Holes
 Centrifugal Force on a BHA
 BHA Properties for multiple sized strings
 Torsional Dampening for BHA in use
 Plus Torsional Dampening for added BHA (drill collars)
 Torque of a Spinning BHA
 Torsional Buckling
 Available Bit Weight in straight and inclined holes
 Critical Rotary Speed
 Critical Rotary Speed for Drill Pipe
 Drill Pipe Fatigue
 Jar Triggering Loads
 Complete Drill Pipe Database
 Complete Drill collar Database
BHA design includes a library full of all the
bottom hole assembly tools and equipment you
need to design and produce a hi-resolution
graphic for distribution.
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The program includes 13 different critical
reports















Wall Force in Dog Legs
Wall Force in Inclined Holes
Centrifugal Force
Torsional Dampening
Resistance to Torsion (Polar moment of
inertia)
Torque
Torsional Buckling
Available Bit Weight
Critical Rotary Speed
Critical Rotary Speed for DP
DP Fatigue
Jar Triggering Loads
Plus a Library full of all the graphics you
need to produce a professional BHA
Schematic

The sample above shows the final designed BHA
project printout, complete with lengths
connections ID’s and OD’s
The final design can be printed or exported too
your well files
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HORIZONTAL ROUND TANK VOLUMES
The Horizontal Round Tank Volume calculator
Will allow you to use any combination of units
Inputs can be in Meters or Feet. Outputs can be
selected to give you
Meters/M³ - Cm/Liters - Feet/Bbls - Inches/Bbls
- Inches/US Gals
The program includes a Tank Strap Chart viewer
and also the option to print out a full size chart
in any of the above units

The program comes complete with printable
Tank Strap Chart for;
Meters/M³ Cm/Liters –
Feet/Bbls –
Inches/Bbls –
Inches/US Gals
Inputs for Tank measurements can be in Feet or
Meters. Partially filled tanks fluid levels can be
calculated in centimeters or inches. This is one
of those programs that you can never find when
you loose the dip stick

Volume Feet/Bbls

Volume Metres/M³

Volumes inches/Bbls
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TANKS VOLUMES AND FLOW RATES
This is the ultimate tank volume calculator for
Excel. Covering just about any kind of tank and
vessel. With this program you can not only find
the total capacity in any thing from a coffee cup
to a million-barrel capacity tank but also the
flow rates from any source into the tank or
vessel.
Get the flow rates and capacity in any units
from US Gallons, Bbls, Liters or M³
Even capacity per inch or centimeter for a
partially filled vessel
The program covers everything from a dope
bucket, Oil Drum. Regular Oil Barrel, Vertical
Round Tank, Square Tank, Mud Pit, Rectangular
Tank, and Horizontal Round Tank

Check a slow flow rate into a dope bucket or a
grease bucket, you can adjust the diameter and
height of the bucket to fit any size of container
right down to a coffee cup, plus get a partial
fluid level

Do the same into any oil drum the diameter and
height can be adjusted to fit your needs.
Get the total capacity. Or flow rate in any units
from US Gallons, Bbls, Liters or M³
Even capacity per inch or centimeter
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Find the flow rate into any size vertical round
tank, or the capacity or volume for a partially
filled tank.
Flow rates can be selected for
US Gals/Min
BPH
M³/Hr
Capacities can be selected for;
US Gallons
Bbls
M³
Liters
PLUS Printable Tank Strap Charts
In any units
M³/Mtr
Liters/Cm
US Gals/Inch
Bbls/Inch
Bbls per inch in a Square Tank
Liters per Centimeter
US Gallons per Inch
M³ per Meter
PLUS Printable Tank Strap Charts
In any units
M³/Mtr
Liters/Cm
US Gals/Inch
Bbls/Inch

This program also includes horizontal round
tanks volumes, partial volumes and tank strap
charts
Strap charts can be selected in US API or Metric
units and printed out
Example
Bbls/Inch
US Gals/Inch
Litter/Cm
M³/Mtr
This is the ultimate in tank volume calculators
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Mud Engineering Inventory and Reporting
A complete menu driven program
fast and easy to use Complete with graphs,
Recaps for end of well Summaries and
presentations

It will easily calculate every known
engineering operation the mud engineer is
responsible for while drilling a well.

It prints out a complete

Fast and efficient form entry for hole
geometry, Drill Pipe, Drill collars and
Pump data. Instant reference for pump
output as the data is entered

Click and check Strokes from surface to Bit.
Bit to surface
Pump outputs, Hole volumes
Buoyed String Weight. Including calculation
for hole washout

API specification mud report for Oil Based
Mud or Water Based Mud

The programs mud inventory and received
system is very easy to use and auto stored in
a background running database for later
retrieval and analysis
Daily Mud Checks, Materials received,
materials used daily mud cost
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A complete mud check for both WBM and OBM
The mud checks are also stored in a
background running database along with costs
materials received, materials used in the last
24hours operation

Add in your own mud material products these
automatically update the database

Complete record of solids equipment usage
and hours run

Rheology input from 3 to 600 rpm
Each form is called up in a logical manner as
you run through the daily mud checks.
After a fiscal mud check the Mud Engineer
can enter and print a complete API style mud
report in 3-4 minutes
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Volume accounting
Add in any relative data for the mud report

Add in remarks for your API mud report

Form based input for the API mud report
header updated automatically
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The program includes all the extra
calculations a Mud Engineer requires on
location.
Plus for Drive By Mud Engineers the facility to
make and print out instructions for the rig
crew

Typical API style Mud report for OBM and WBM
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Rig Maintenance
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DRILLING SOFTWARE RIG MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

Welcome to DSW maintenance system. Over the years it has became obvious that clients in
the drilling industry not only demand value for money from the contractors, but require
proof of continuous good rig machinery performance with minimum downtime due to
mechanical or electrical failures.
This preventative maintenance scheme has been developed by maintenance and drilling
engineers, people who have had a lot of planning and hands on experience over many years
in the industry. It has been designed to adapt to almost any drilling rig in a generic fashion,
but leaves plenty of scope for customizing to individual drilling units. By using this system
drilling contractors will not only benefit from an operational point of view, it can be seen
as historical proof that the contractor is determined to provide the client with the utmost
in service and reliability.

THE PROGRAM
The program is based on Microsoft Excel, so it is totally integrated with the MS Office suite
of programs. The program comes in the form of two separate modules;





PM Schedule, this module is for the head quarters office to devise and maintain the
Preventative Maintenance Schedule. This module also gives the user access to all the
pre formatted PM Maintenance Forms.
Rig Maintenance Forms, This module is for the Rig based maintenance personnel giving
full guide lines on all equipment checks and testing.
The Rig module Maintenance Forms, (in all 64 forms) can be printed and faxed or
emailed to the head quarters office. In addition all forms have the option to be
exported to a rig maintenance file or custom data base.
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THE SYSTEM
The individual forms within the PM package are self explanatory, once completed either by
PC or hard copy; they can be transferred and maintained by head office, maintenance
personnel. The system can be checked regularly to ascertain the upkeep of records. There
are obviously times when some equipment will be unavailable for maintenance as per the
schedule laid down, as long as the equipment maintenance is recorded in a timely manner
all personnel involved will be aware of the fact, so no problem should be posed. The
schedule is basically designed to allow the user to manipulate timeframes etc. to suit the
situation, once a successful series of events has been determined the PM sheet can be
‘locked’ to fulfill a more rigid application. DSW is aware that some machinery can be
transferred from one rig to another, care should be taken to ensure the maintenance
records are applicable to the machinery in question and not to the location. In this respect
a remarks section is provided on all forms
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USING THE PM SHEET
Decide when to carry out maintenance on a piece of equipment, highlight the appropriate
cell….type the number 1 and you will have a red box to indicate PM due on the
equipment….when the PM has been fulfilled by using the appropriate form, highlight the
cell on the right of the red box and type in number 2, this will fill the cell in with blue to
indicate the PM has been carried out. In our experience it has proved to indicate the
equipment has been maintained in the same month (or box) as intended, even if it has
been delayed or done prior to the intended time. The DSW PM form itself will be dated
automatically so the maintenance record will be accurate, the PM schedule will show it has
been done, scrutiny of the records will determine exactly when it was carried out, and if
necessary the PM schedule can be adjusted accordingly. At the end of the PM year the blue
boxes can be removed by highlighting the cell and typing in -1, if it is desired to manipulate
the PM due time then simply highlight the cell and type in -1 this will remove the red box.
The PM Schedule can be secured by the administrator.
DSW intend to continue with maintenance procedures by providing ‘work order/work done’
records, this should further enhance the ability to foresee maintenance methods and allow
for management to utilize the most informed method of practice possible.

METHOD OF USE
The basic system can be instigated on any drilling unit immediately on receipt of the
package. However, we at DSW realize that different operations demand different usage of
equipment, so we have laid down basic guidelines that are not ‘set in stone’ and can be
manipulated to suit the unit. We can always analyze any given situation and custom design
a schedule that can be used to achieve the maximum and most cost effective usage of
equipment.
It will be seen that there are many equipment checks that have to be verified and
recorded, this affords the maintenance personnel viable documentation of machinery
performance and degradation and allows them to make accurate decisions on when to
service or overhaul, it brings in a planning method that will be least detrimental to the
operation, the system also is vital for budgetary purposes, meaning cost is directed to the
right equipment within the right time frame.
Over time it will be seen that the percentage of downtime due to mechanical/electrical
failure will be offset against time taken to pursue preventive maintenance. This is what the
DSW maintenance system will prove to all concerned.
The hours recorded for machinery maintenance will provide the user with a method for
determining future PM scheduling for any piece of equipment.
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THE FORMS LIST

AC Generators.
AC Motors A.
AC Motors B
AC Motors C
AC Motors D
Air Compressor-P
Air Dryers
Air Hoists
Air Receiver and Valves
Man Elevator
Batteries
DC Motors
Electric Controls
Electric Brake
Hydraulics Units Electrical
HP Washer
Instrumentation
Portable Light Plant
Refrigeration and AC
Refrigeration Unit-R
Rig Lighting
SCR Control Panels
Transformers
Welding Units-E
Block
BOP Closing Unit
BOP Handling Equipment.
Breathing Air System

Crown
Degasser
Detection Devices
Draw Works
Engines
Fuel System
Hook
Mud Pumps
Mud System
Rotary
Skidding Equipment
Sack Hoist
Pipe Spinner
Power Sub
Hydraulic Man Lift
Swivel
Top Drive 6Months
Top Drive daily weekly
Torque Converter
Welding Units-D
Wire Line Unit
Fire Fighting
Cranes Daily Check
Cranes
Dozer
Forklift
Daily Maintenance
Weekly status Report
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Rig Equipment Analysis
The Rig Equipment Analysis program will track all
spares and consumables used on a daily basis Charts
will show visibly any anomalies in parts usage

Fast and easy to use form inputs. All
information is stored in background
running database which can be
exported or emailed directly to head
office
Every piece of equipment is covered
from the Crown down including
crew and tool pushers pickups heavy
equipment, forklifts, bulldozer, crane
and transportation equipment

Central control for exporting, printing and emailing
reports.
Track oil and lube usage fuel and filters any excessive
parts use will show up in the charts.
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